
Episode 09: 1 John 5:21

Heart of Chocolate No-Bake Cookie Balls
Is your family ready to celebrate what God’s done in and through you this week? As a family, make—and then 
eat!—this easy-to-make, yummy cookie treat. Have a great time!

Ingredients:

½ cup honey (or agave nectar)
½ cup creamy nut butter (peanut, almond, cashew—your choice)
1 cup nonfat dry milk
1 cup oats (rolled, instant, gluten free—whatever you have on hand)
15 milk chocolate Kisses (unwrapped)

Note: This recipe will make about 15 cookies (after a bit of dough tasting), so plan accordingly! 

Directions:

1. In a large bowl, stir together all ingredients except the chocolate Kisses.
2. Refrigerate the dough for about 15 minutes. (Chilling the dough makes shaping it easier.)
3. Remove the dough from the refrigerator and form into walnut-size balls, hiding a chocolate Kiss inside 

each ball. If the dough is too dry to form balls, add a few drops of water and knead into dough.
4. Cover a cookie sheet with wax paper. Place the finished balls on the sheet and refrigerate for 30 

minutes.

Call your crew together to enjoy a cookie ball—or 2!—as you discuss these questions:

• How would our cookies have tasted if we’d put a chunk of onion instead of chocolate in the center of 
each cookie?

• How is that like what happens to our HEART when we let something besides God be at the center of 
our lives?
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Socker Bucket Bop
No, that’s not a typo in the title! You’ll be playing a game with actual socks! You can play this fun game 
anywhere, so get ready to celebrate everywhere!

Pro tip: Use the wall (or ceiling) as a backboard as you toss socks—those are tough shots to defend!

Supplies:

Bucket (or empty trash can)
Rolled up socks (lots o’ socks!)
Masking or painter’s tape (optional)

Directions:

1. Position the bucket or trash can against a wall in a relatively open room.
2. Pick 1 family member to be the Defender, whose job is to block all shots that could land in the bucket. 

Seat the Defender on the floor about 2 feet in front of the bucket. The Defender can’t scoot from that 
spot, but he (or she) can lean and wave arms and/or legs to block incoming socks.

3. Give the rest of the family rolled up socks and this rule: They can’t get within 10 feet of the bucket. If 
you think it would be helpful, use masking or painter’s’ tape to mark that distance from the bucket.

4. Round 1: Announce when the game begins and let the socks fly! Keep playing until all socks have been 
tossed toward the bucket. Count how many socks landed in the bucket.

5. Choose another Defender and begin Round 2. Continue play until everyone has had a chance to be 
the Defender. Note: As you play multiple rounds, take into account the age of the Defender. Make it 
tougher on preteen, teen, or adult Defenders by letting family members stand a little closer to the 
bucket.

As you unroll socks and make sure each sock rejoins its mate, talk about these questions:

• What was your strategy for protecting the bucket when it was your turn to be the Defender?

• What’s your strategy for protecting your HEART from ANYTHING that might TAKE God’s place?


